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How God Makes Men
"A six-session video-based study for small
groups"--Container.

The Relationship Between John the
Baptist and Jesus of Nazareth
A Purpose-Driven® Discipleship Resource Ideal for
Sunday Night or midweek series, Weekday Bible
Studies, Sunday school classes and study groups of
any size. The complete communicator’s resource for
teaching Saddleback Church’s blockbuster
Foundations course in your church or group Teaching
others the essential truths of Christianity will
challenge you, but nothing can beat the rewards of
seeing men and women gain a transforming, biblical
perspective on God, the world around them, and their
own lives and relationships. Foundations Teacher’s
Guide, Volume 2 greatly simplifies your job with its
easy-to-follow format. Everything you need to teach
lessons 11–22 and the wrap-up session of the
24-session Foundations curriculum is clearly and
methodically laid out for you, with tools, tips, and
options to help you meet the unique needs of your
group. • Teaching notes—Extensive notes guide you
through what you will say and include illustrations and
applications of each doctrine under discussion. •
Highlight sections—Four kinds of sidebars help your
group connect with God’s truths through key words,
thought-provoking insights, personal implications, and
personal applications. • Teaching tips—Proven tips
help you strengthen your skills as a communicator. •
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Discussion questions—Questions at the end of each
study can also be interspersed throughout the lesson.
• Split-session plan—Each lesson has an optional
cutoff point that allows you to break it into two
sessions. Subdivide a single lesson, several lessons,
or break the entire program into 46 lessons at your
discretion. • Appendices—Additional, supporting
material for some studies may be found at the end of
those studies. • Memory cards—Reproducible cards
contain a key theme and verse for each of the 11
doctrines covered. This teacher’s guide also includes
icons to guide your use of the PowerPoint® slides
contained in the CD-ROM (included in the kit and also
sold separately). Foundations will take your group for
thought-provoking, life-changing explorations of 11
core Christian truths: 1. The Bible 2. God 3. Jesus 4.
The Holy Spirit 5. Creation 6. Salvation 7.
Sanctification 8. Good and Evil 9. The Afterlife 10. The
Church 11. The Second Coming From Saddleback
Church This is a proven, tested curriculum that has
helped change thousands of lives! For the past ten
years, Foundations has been used as the doctrinal
course at Saddleback Church, one of America's
largest and best-known churches. Thousands of
Saddleback members have benefited from this lifetransforming experience. This course is explained in
detail in Rick Warren's groundbreaking book, The
Purpose Driven Church. Currently, Purpose Driven
churches all around the world are using Foundations
to raise up an army of mature believers equipped for
ministry in the church and prepared for mission in the
world. The complete Foundations kit includes: • 2
Teacher’s Guides (volumes 1 & 2) • 1 Participant’s
Guide • 1 CD-ROM with PowerPoint® presentations,
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programming resources, and additional handouts All
materials also sold separately

What Matters Most
What would you give to radically improve, even
transform, what matters most in your
relationships?How about forty days of your time?In
forty days, bring new depth and health to your
marriage, your family, and your friendships. Six weeks
to explore and implement six foundational principles
that Jesus taught and lived. You'll be equipped with
insights and a practical path for fulfilling God's
intention for all your relationships---even the difficult
ones.Shaped after Rick Warren's monumental
bestseller, The Purpose Driven Life, this book invites
you to learn from the Master of relationships. The
Relationship Principles of Jesus will profoundly shape
how you view relationships.

The Relationship Principles of Jesus
The Principles of Our World - Compassion
More books have been written about Jesus than any
other historical figure. Many of these books ask and
answer questions about Jesus. All That Jesus Asks
allows him to do the asking and shows why getting
the right answers will change your life. Covering
nearly 300 questions recorded in the New Testament
under twenty-six separate themes, All That Jesus Asks
uncovers who Jesus is by examining what was
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important to him and what he wants us to believe.
This unique and comprehensive look at the greatest
figure in history will encourage and challenge readers.

Principios de Jesús Sobre las Relaciones
The Young Fly Sanctified Lifestyle
Much human understanding occurs visually. When it
comes to quickly grasping and retaining information,
the human brain functions best with a combination of
both words and pictures. That's where The Most
Significant Teachings in the Bible comes in. Like an
infographic survey of Scripture's main lessons, The
Most Significant Teachings in the Bible makes the
Bible accessible and memorable for students,
laypeople, and anyone curious to know more about
God's Word. In under 200 pages it presents dozens of
at-a-glance snapshots that visually communicate the
wisdom of the Bible in an informative and
understandable way. Author Christopher D. Hudson
summarizes the most important teachings of the Bible
on topics such as friends, family, work, struggles, sin,
God, the supernatural world, and more. Using lists,
charts, and other visual aids, The Most Significant
Teachings in the Bible brings to vivid clarity the
overarching message of Scripture. Readers will gain a
greater understanding and appreciation for the book
of books.

The Spiritual Principles of the Atonement
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Our consumer society needs a reality check. The
landfills are overflowing, the oceans are full of plastic,
North American money is now used by China to buy
more weapons, and still we think a product that lasts
only 4 years is a good one. This book contains over
170 tips, tricks and hacks to help you repair, reuse,
lead a simpler life and save money. We have entered
a Grand Solar Minimum and it will get colder. This is
your Darwin Moment. Survival will no longer be
simple, but if you are prepared it will be easier. Inside
is a guide inspired by the wisdom of the do-ityourselfers of 100 years ago. Find out how to use
tools, make things last longer, repair them when they
break and live a simpler life. Make something at adult
education night.Find out which tools are actually
useful. How to remove a car engine in your back yard.
Get through snow drifts using snow The uses of a
come-along winch. Strengthen weak and wobbly
furniture. Bend metal with a metal bender. Repair
broken windows and dripping taps. Reset the oven
temperature on your electric stove. What to do about
a "bang" in the fridge. Fix your electric stove
elements. Repair a screen and frustrate the
mosquitos. The basics of lumber and what is not
lumber. Using a table saw, countersink and hand
plane. How to get rid of pests: rats, bugs, ants and
wasps. Finding the hydraulic oil filter on your tractor.
How growing trees in your yard affect your wood
stove. Why you should get your wood stove very hot
in the morning. The challenges of life in the country
and how to meet them. Staying warm with wood heat.
Knowing what questions to ask. Getting good stuff for
FREE. The ideas and information presented in this
book will inspire you and give you great confidence
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that taking charge of your possessions and your life is
not only easy, it is fun, and more rewarding than just
buying something new. IT IS EASY AND YOU CAN DO
IT!!

God's Kings:
The book walks you day by day, step by step, through
how to live out six fundamental truths taught by
Jesus.

The Most Significant Teachings in the
Bible
A good book for learning Chinese and at the same
time learning better conduct for the coming years and
for your better future. "Raising our children is our
most important job create a climate in our country
that is good for children." -- Former U.S. First Lady
Hillary Clinton "an excellent piece of work and
research. reference on the challenges of the new
century and the new Millennium." -- President F.W. de
Klerk, Nobel Laureate in Peace "comprehensive very
clear set of principles. No doubt the world would be a
better place if follow these conduct principles." -Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg of Norway "We
recognize the merit and importance of book in the
fight against school violence." -- Louisiana State
Superintendent Cecil J. Picar "a needful preparation
for everyone's personal conduct for the 21st century.
help solve what the Western culture can not." -BOOKENDS
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Gospel Principles
Shows how to wield influence by using biblical
principles based on a selfless position to enrich
another person's life by following Christ's servantleader example.

RePresent Jesus
Principles with Promise: Old Testament & New
Testament is the second in a succession of principlebased topical guides planned for release within the
next two years. This publication of Principles with
Promise catalogues the doctrines, values, and
teachings found in the Bible and their associated
references regardless of how they are interpreted and
practiced by the various Christian denominations.

The Principles of Jesus Applied to Some
Questions of Today
All It Takes
Re-Present Jesus identifies twelve core character
traits of Jesus and coaches the reader into discerning
how these traits can be applied to their own lives and
contexts.

Though the Vision Tarry
"What was Jesus' relationship with John the Baptist?
Did Jesus baptize people like John? Where did
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Christian baptism come from? In this book Dr. Dapaah
looks at these and other important questions, coming
up with some intriguing answers. His well-written
work offers thought-provoking insights into the
questions of the historical Jesus, and I very warmly
commend it." — David Wenham, Dean and Lecturer,
Wycliffe Hall, Oxford University

The Social Teaching of Jesus Christ: I.
The Social Principles of the Teaching of
Jesus, II.
JESUS talks to the Men of the world in this book. HE
gives advice and council to all men.

Jesus
This Purpose-Driven resource helps small groups
connect the central truths of Christianity with how
group members actually live their lives. An integral
part of Saddleback Church's discipleship program,
Foundations now comes as a series of eleven small
group DVDs and participant's guides taught by Tom
Holladay and Kay Warren. Focus on the topic your
group wishes to explore.

Jesus Unmasked
“All through the Bible, we see stories of bold and
brash men who followedGod’s call into some
incredible adventures. In How God Makes Men,Patrick
Morley reminds us that God still makes those kinds of
guys.” —Dave Ramsey, New York Times best-selling
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authorand nationally syndicated radio show host
God’s Way for You to Become God’s Man Let’s face
it—men today are under severe attack. The battle line
against biblical manhood is clearly drawn and fiercely
contested. More than ever, men who want to follow
Christ are asking: • Why is it so hard to live an
authentic Christian life? • Who will show me how to
thrive as a father, a husband, and on the job? • What
should I do when I’m being tested to the breaking
point? Fortunately, the Bible preserves crucial details
about the powerful lessons learned by men who have
already faced and answered these questions. In How
God Makes Men, renowned expert on men’s issues
Patrick Morley takes you into Scripture for a first-hand
encounter with: • Ten epic stories of the Bible’s most
talked-about men • Ten proven principles—based on
their failures and successes—that show how God
works in a man’s life, and how you can cooperate with
Him in yours • The huge promise that you can
become the man God created you to be Don’t settle
for less. Join Patrick on this epic adventure of
becoming God’s man. You’ll discover how to prevail in
tough times and release God’s power in every area of
your life.

The Relationship Principles of Jesus
There are many men and women who are waiting for
the fulfillment of a God-given promise. Some are
waiting with hopes of finding the right person to
marry; others are just waiting for a change of some
kind. There are plenty of books that address the "how
to" of finding the right person, and even some on how
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to wait "patiently." There are, however, not many
books that address the reality of the frustration,
anxiety and hopelessness many feel when their time
of waiting goes from months to years until now. In
THOUGH THE VISION TARRY: WAITING FOR MY
PROMISED MATE, Aleathea Dupree demonstrates,
through her own powerful testimony, how God desires
to use our time of waiting to protect us from making
the wrong choices; to prepare us for what He has in
store for us; to perfect us to fulfill His purpose and
plan for our lives; and to pace us for the fulfillment of
His time-released promises. If you have been waiting
for God to fulfill a promise in your life and you find
yourself becoming anxious or discouraged, this book
will empower you to enjoy your wait.

Complete Conduct Principles for the 21st
Century
Not Yet Married
Put God First
Life Is Never Mainly About Love and Marriage. So
Learn to Live and Date for More. Many of you grew up
assuming that marriage would meet all of your needs
and unlock God’s purposes for you. But God has far
more planned for you than your future marriage. Not
Yet Married is not about waiting quietly in the corner
of the world for God to bring you “the one,” but about
inspiring you to live and date for more now. If you
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follow Jesus, the search for a spouse is no longer a
pursuit of the perfect person, but a pursuit of more of
God. He will likely write a love story for you different
than the one you would write for yourself, but that’s
because he loves you and knows how to write a better
story. This book was written to help you find real
hope, happiness, and purpose in your not-yet-married
life.

Theology of Hope
Love-Powered Parenting is written out of a love for
parenting and a deep desire to encourage parents.
Yes, there are experiences in parenting that can
cause deep hurt. Yes, there are realities in parenting
that certainly will cause you to feel inept. Yet at the
core of it all there is a deep gratefulness for the gift
that God gives in the opportunity to love a child. This
book is a biblical guide to parenting. And by “biblical
guide” we mean these pages are intended to take you
on a journey through what the truth of God’s Word
has to say about parenting. The main goal is not to
uncover psychological truths about your child—there
are many good resources on psychological theory; nor
does it include practical tips for everyday
circumstances such as how to get your kids to eat
their green beans. Here, we will explore the simple
and profound principles of God’s Word to distinguish
psychological truth from error, educational reality
from untested theory, and we’ll be looking at these
tips within the broader context of God’s principles for
parenting.
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40 Days of Love
A candid, inspiring guide to finding lasting love by
getting real about your relationship goals--based on
the viral sermon series about dating, marriage, and
sex. Realer than the most real conversation you've
ever heard in church on the topic, Michael Todd's
honest, heartfelt, and powerful teaching on
relationships has already impacted millions. Michael
believes that relationships are the epicenter of human
thriving. All too often, though, we lack the tools or
vision to build our relationships on the wisdom and
power of God. In other words, it's good to have a goal,
but you can't get there without proper aim By
charting a course that candidly examines our most
common pitfalls, and by unpacking explosive truths
from God's Word, Michael's debut book will transform
a trendy hashtag into a future where your most
cherished relationships thrive in relational life, hope,
and abundance. Now those are real
#relationshipgoals.

Recovering Biblical Manhood and
Womanhood
The Jefferson Bible, or The Life and Morals of Jesus of
Nazareth as it is formally titled, was a book
constructed by Thomas Jefferson in the latter years of
his life by cutting and pasting numerous sections from
various Bibles as extractions of the doctrine of Jesus.
Jefferson's composition excluded sections of the New
Testament containing supernatural aspects as well as
perceived misinterpretations he believed had been
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added by the Four Evangelists. In 1895, the
Smithsonian Institution under the leadership of
librarian Cyrus Adler purchased the original Jefferson
Bible from Jefferson's great-granddaughter Carolina
Randolph for $400. A conservation effort commencing
in 2009, in partnership with the museum's Political
History department, allowed for a public unveiling in
an exhibit open from November 11, 2011, through
May 28, 2012, at the National Museum of American
History.

The Giving Tree
"You've heard a lot of opinions about how to live the
successful Christian life. Now hear what Jesus said. In
What Jesus Said about Successful Living, Haddon
Robinson uses the Sermon on the Mount as a
springboard to show why the life-changing principles
Jesus taught are the way to true happiness. This book
includes questions for individual or group study. It is
written by one of the most well-known and best-loved
preachers of our day. It is a popular, practical study of
Matthew 5-7. Many modern stories help readers
understand and apply the principles of Jesus Sermon
on the Mount"--Amazon.com.

Would Jesus Really Do That?
Come learn about The Principles of Our World. In a
series of real life stories, readers will be introduced to
The Principle of Compassion. The stories are meant to
remind all of us about the importance of compassion
in our lives. Enjoy the book in one sitting or read just
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one story at a time. It is never too early in the
development of a child to start talking about the
importance of principles like honesty, courage, and
compassion. This book is part of a series of books
about The Principles of Our World that provide
parents and teachers with the opportunity to read to
young children (ages 4+) and talk about a variety of
situations they will experience in life. For young,
independent readers (ages 7+), The Principles of Our
World book series is a great addition to their book
collection. At the end of the book, there is a section
called, "Where Do We Go From Here?" This section is
designed for children, parents, and educators to
discuss situations they will encounter in life and talk
about how The Principles of Our World can help them
effectively handle these situations. The Principles of
Our World are here to help.

The Relationship Principles of Jesus
What would you give to radically improve, even
transform, what matters most in your
relationships?How about forty days of your time?In
forty days, bring new depth and health to your
marriage, your family, and your friendships. Six weeks
to explore and implement six foundational principles
that Jesus taught and lived. You’ll be equipped with
insights and a practical path for fulfilling God’s
intention for all your relationships—even the difficult
ones.Shaped after Rick Warren’s monumental
bestseller, The Purpose Driven® Life, this book invites
you to learn from the Master of relationships. The
Relationship Principles of Jesus will profoundly shape
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how you view relationships.

Foundations Teacher's Guide
Advocates a relationship with Jesus Christ based on
personal engagement which can have life changing
consequences.

Principles with Promise
Who was Jesus? Get to know Jesus intimately as
though you had walked with Him during His days of
earthly life. This book is all about the Birth of Jesus
and how Jesus was aided by Clear signs, His attributes
and Virtues. Whether you are a Christian, a Jew, or a
Muslim, you will enjoy this enlightening book.

All That Jesus Asks
Life crises can throw you into a tail-spin—a lost job, a
failed relationship, a struggling business, a financial
mess. Where do you start? How do you pull it
together? How do you begin again? Tom Holladay
experienced a catastrophe first-hand when a sudden
flood in California destroyed his home, his church, and
the homes of many church members. Tom and his
congregation had to rebuild, and they used the
principles in the book of Nehemiah to get back on
their feet. Now a teaching pastor at Saddleback
Church, Tom will help you discover seven principles
for putting it together again that will give you the
direction you need to get rolling on that fresh start.
Holladay will walk you through seeing every problem
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as an opportunity, facing the obstacles head on and
taking your first step, knowing how to expect and
reject opposition, build on your success, and
dedicating yourself to the One who rebuilds our souls.
The task of starting again can seem impossible. And
sometimes you just need to rebuild your confidence
and regain a sense of purpose. If you’re trying to find
the emotional energy, but you just don’t have it in
you, let Holladay encourage you. He understands how
difficult and rewarding the business of rebuilding is.
This book is your encouraging how-to guide to
starting again and stepping into a better future.

What Jesus Said about Successful Living
Custom Curriculum allows you to address the issues
that students face in today’s world in a way that can
be fully customized to be a perfect fit for your group.

"The Kingdom of God is Within You"
"The following efforts bear the title Theology of Hope,
not because they set out once again to present
eschatology as a separate doctrine and to compete
with the well known textbooks. Rather, their aim is to
show how theology can set out from hope and begin
to consider its theme in an eschatological light. For
this reason they inquire into the ground of the hope of
Christian faith and into the responsible exercise of
this hope in thought and action in the world today.
The various critical discussions should not be
understood as rejections and condemnations. They
are necessary conversations on a common subject
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which is so rich that it demands continual new
approaches."

The Connection Principle
How often do you battle the desires of what you want
your spouse to do and what actually happens? Each
year couples begin the disastrous journey of divorce
that might have been averted by better
communication over the little stuff. Learning how to
communicate with your spouse in the way that gets
them to want to see your perspective is key to a
successful connection. In his book The Connection
Principle: 3 Essential Communication Tools for Getting
What you Want from Your Spouse, Chuck Taylor
combines engaging story telling with practical steps
to help you move your spouse from working against
you to working with you. This book will teach you to
help your spouse to engage in conversations, to
desire to hear what you are saying, and to create a
meaningful environment for communication.

The Art Of Fixing Things 2
Put God First by Rev. Burke Culpepper, D.D., is a
collection of evangelistic sermons.

Relationship Goals
A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel
Principles was written both as a personal study guide
and as a teacher’s manual. As you study it, seeking
the Spirit of the Lord, you can grow in your
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understanding and testimony of God the Father, Jesus
Christand His Atonement, and the Restoration of the
gospel. You can find answers to life’s questions, gain
an assurance of your purpose and self-worth, and face
personal and family challenges with faith.

Love-Powered Parenting
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is
available for the first time ever in ebook format. This
digital edition allows young readers and lifelong fans
to continue the legacy and love of a household classic
that will now reach an even wider audience. Never
before have Shel Silverstein's children's books
appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it
was first published fifty years ago, Shel Silverstein's
poignant picture book for readers of all ages has
offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving
and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love
in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a
bestselling children's book author and illustrator
began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is
also the creator of picture books including A Giraffe
and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The
Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and
the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic
poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A
Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't
Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss
these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the
Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!

Influencing Like Jesus
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What if you could find a solution to your relationship
problems and be happy with your partner for the rest
of your life? ALL IT TAKES may help you do just that.

Putting It Together Again When It's All
Fallen Apart
This book is a guide to living the Young Fly &
Sanctified Lifestyle. Learn how to go higher in your
relationship God, successfully live set apart in a dark
world, take your place in the Body of Christ, and
ultimately fulfill your divine assignment . Jasmine
uncovers the necessary steps to take in order to
completely surrender your life to God by walking in
purity. Jasmine also shares her personal testimony
and experiences regarding her salvation through
Jesus Christ and how her life has been forever
changed by embracing a lifestyle of repentance,
purity and purpose. What we do everyday with our
time is ultimately our lifestyle. Making a commitment
to living a lifestyle of repentance, purity and purpose
allows us to be prepared for every good work thus
resulting in the a fulfilling life that is a blessing to
others.
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